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ARCTICLE 1: RULES OF COMPETITION
1. Only registered members of World Alpagut Federation have right to organize
tournaments.
2. All competitions are conducted according to approved one-year-long
schedule.
3. The Organizers circulate tournament condition to all potential contestants in
advance.
4. The Organizers do not have right to make any changes in Rules of
competitions. For all offenders will be imposed penalties.
5. Teams who can participate in the Competitions:
- have official invitation from the Organizers;
- are introduced with the Rules of ALPAGUT competitions;
- submit application with copies of passports and Sport insurance of contestants in
time.
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ARTICLE 2: COMPETITION AREA
1. The competition area must be flat, free of bumps and devoid of hazard.
2. The competition area is formed by a square surface, covered with tatami.
3. The height of tatami can be raised up to reach the height of one meter above
floor level or can take place on boxing ring zone.
4. The size must be 10 х 10 m with inner guard zone sized 8.0 х 8.0 m.
5. Two circles are placed in the center of tatami. One outside (d6 m) – circle of
ERNE, one inside (d3 m) – circle of WOLF.
6. The Chief Judge will sit at the table facing the competition area with other
Judges.
7. The Referee must be on the tatami and can move all over the competition
area.
8. The Coach must stay outside the Competition area at the proper side, at the
edge of tatami. If tatami is raised above the floor level, the Coach must be
outside.
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General area of
competition
10 х 10 m.

Guarded area
8.0 х 8.0 m.

.

Circle of ERNE

Circle of WOLF

6.0 х 6.0 m.

3.0 х 3.0 m.

Clarification:
1. It should not be any advertising panels, walls, poles etc. closer 1 m of the outer
boundary of the Competition area.
2. Tatami should not be slippery, fit well with the floor and have a low friction
coefficient on the upper surface. They should be not thick as same as judo tatamis,
for the reason of obstacles of movement. The Referee must be sure, that tatamis
modules are not moving over the floor, because the gaps can provide injures and
for the other reasons of safety.
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ARTICLE 3: OFFICIAL DRESS
3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4

Official uniform of the executive committee WAF and its structure ;
Official uniform of the Judgement committtee ;
Official uniform of the Coaches;
Official uniform of the Competitors.

Clarification: the Judgement committee have right to remove any official person
or competitor, who does not respect this regulation. The Judgement Committee,
athletes and coaches must wear the official uniform as described below:
3.1 Official uniform of the executive
committee WAF
3.1.1. Members of the executive committee
and its structure must wear the official
uniform as defined by presidium of World
Alpagut Federation (MAF). Official uniform
must be worn at all tournaments and seminars.
3.1.2




Official uniform should be:
Red polo-shirt with long sleeve, logo WAF at the chest on the left side,
Black sports trousers without any stripes on the sides and any images,
Gymnastic shoes – plain, without any picture; dark-blue or black socks.

3.2. Official uniform of the Judgement committtee
3.2.1 Members of the Judgement committee
must wear the official uniform as defined by
presidium of World Alpagut Federation
(MAF). Official uniform must be worn at all
tournaments and seminars.
3.2.2



.

Official uniform should be:
Blue polo-shirt with long sleeve, logo WAF at the chest on the left side,
Black sports trousers without any stripes on the sides and any images,
Gymnastic shoes – plain, without any picture; dark-blue or black socks.
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3.3 Official uniform of the Coaches
3.3.1 . The coaches must wear the official
uniform as defined by presidium of World
Alpagut Federation (MAF). Official uniform
must be worn at all tournaments and seminars.
3.3.2 . Official uniform should be:
 White polo-shirt with long sleeve, logo WAF at the chest on the left side,
 Black sports trousers without any stripes on the sides and any images,
 Gymnastic shoes – plain, without any picture; dark-blue or black socks.

3.4 Official uniform of the Competitors
3.4.1 All the Competitors must wear official
uniform (chapan): black jacket with
Alpagut logos and emblems and white
trousers.
3.4.2 During the competition, all the Competitors
have to wear belts according to the sides of
the Competition area. For the Athlete with belt CHORO – righ side, for the
Athlete with red belt IORO – left side.
3.4.3 The Competitor must have the equipment depending on the type of
competition:
 mitts, half gloves (important)
 gumshields (important)
 groin-protector (important)
 chest-protector (children under 15)
 shin-protector (important).
3.4.4 The Contestants must have fingernails and toenails short and do not wear
metal objects, since they may hurt their opponents. The use of metal braces
for the teeth must be approved by the Chief Judge and the Official Doctor.
The Competitor It assumes full responsibility for any injury caused to him
and to him.
3.4.5 Glasses are not allowed. The soft contact lenses may be used at the risk of
the athlete.
3.4.6 The Contestant who has any minor injuries (wrist, ankle), may participate,
but only with permission from doctor or the Chief Judge.
3.4.7 The use of bandages, cellulose wadding or supports after injures must be
7

authorized by the Referee will use the advice of the Official Doctor.
Clarification:
 The Contestant must wear only one belt. It should be red belt for IORO
and blue belt for CHORO. Qualification belt during the combat (fight)
should not be worn.
 Gumshields should fit well.
 If uniform of the contestant at the moment of entering the Competition
area is not accorded to the Rules, he or she can not be immediately
disqualified, for one minute he or she can put it according the Rules.
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ARTICLE 4: ORGANISATION OF COMPETITIONS
4.1. The competition of Alpagut contains four parts (systems):
A – AYPARA (half-moon), full-contact
B – BATUR (warrior), mix fight
C – CAYMAZ (frightless), full-contact
D – GURASH (grappling), grappling with belts and groundwork
4.2. The competition consist of individual meeting. These individual meetings are
conducted according to weight and age categories (appendix 1). Combats (fights)
are conducted according to weight and age categories.
4.3. No competitor may be replaced by another in an individual meeting.
4.4. The competitor of individual meeting, who are not stay ready at the Match
area for 2 minutes after a signal, must be disqualified in that category.
4.5. All contestants come as team members.
Clarification:
At the line up the team must present all fighters, which were mentioned in the
application. Competitors and their coaches, which are not participate in the
competition, should not take place in the official line up and should stay in special
area.
Coaches must give their accreditation with the card of a one athlete or full team to
the Jury Table Judge.
The coach must stay at his own place sitting on the chair (chairs must be provided)
and do not influence the course of fight with word or act.
For any reason, if there is any mistake of protocol, when competitors fight from
different categories, it should be (free of result), that this meeting appears as
invalid. To reduce such errors, the winners of each Match must confirm their
victory with the Jury Table Judge prior to leaving the area.
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ARTICLE 5: THE JUDGMENT COMMITTEE
5.1. The Judgement committee consist of:
- The Chief Judge of the Competition;
- The Chief Judge of AYPARA;
- The Chief Judge of BATUR;
- The Chief Judge of CAYMAZ;
- The Chief Judge of GURASH;
- Secretary.
5.2. The Judgement committee of system consist of:
- The Chief Judge – vice president of system (AYPARA, BATUR,
CAYMAZ, GURASH),
- The Referee (on the tatami),
- The Referee (at the judge table)
- Secretary,
- Time-Keeper.
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ARTICLE 6: CRITERIA FOR DECISION
6.1. The result of a bout is determined by a contestant having the highest
number of points at time up, obtaining a decision by judges or having clean
victory (knock out).
6.2. No individual bout can be declared a tie, if after full time the scores are
equal or there is no scores, that contestant who has the lowest number of
GYNAG (penalties).
6.3. If the number of scores and GYNAG are equal, extra round should be
announced to determine an advantage one of the contestant.
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ARTICLE 7: POWERS AND DUTIES OF JUDGMENT COMMITTEE
7.1 The Chief Judge:

7.1.1. To ensure the correct preparation for each given tournament in
consultation with the Organising Commission.
7.1.2. With regard to competition area arrangement, the provision and
deployment of all equipment and necessary facilities, bout/match
operation and supervision, safety precautions, etc.
7.1.3. To supervise and co-ordinate the overall performance of the Judges and
the Referees. To produce the Judges and the Referees replacement, where
such are required.

7.2 The Chief Judge
7.2.1 To provide final decisions in the technical issues that can be appeared
during the match which are not given in the Rules.
7.2.2 To award points.
7.2.3 To resolve ties.
7.2.4 To signal score points, warnings and penalties. (appendix 2).
7.2.5 To exercise their right to vote on any decision to be taken.
7.2.6 To announce extra round.
7.2.7 Shall carefully observe the actions of the contestants and signal to the
Referee an opinion in the following cases:






when a score technique is noticed;
when a contestant made any forbidden action and/or technique;
when an injury, illness or inability of a contestant to continue is noticed;
when one or both contestants have stepped out of the competition area;
for any other issues, when attention of the Referee is needed to be drawn.

7.3 The Chief Judge of the system
7.3.1 Have the power to conduct bouts/matches including announcing the
start.
7.3.2 To announce the start, the suspension, and the end of the combat (fight)
(appendix 2).
7.3.3 To award points.
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7.3.4 To stop the combat (fight) when it in the Referee’s opinion has been a
point scored, a foul committed, or to ensure the safety of the contestants.
7.3.5 To impose penalties and issue warnings.
7.3.6 To announce the winner.
7.3.7 The authority of the Chief Judge is not confined solely to the
competition area but also to its entire immediate perimeter.

7.4 The Referee of the system
7.4.1 To suspend and finish the combat (fight) (appendix 2).
7.4.2 To award points.
7.4.3 To stop the combat (fight) when it in the Referee’s opinion has been a
point scored, a foul committed, or to ensure the safety of the contestants.
7.4.4 To impose penalties and issue warnings.
7.4.5 The authority of the Referee is not confined solely to the competition
area but also to its entire immediate perimeter.

7.5. The Secretary
7.5.1 To acquaint oneselft with the tournament condition.
7.5.2 Ensuring the receipt of the necessary quantity of stationery, forms,
programs of the Chief Judges and the Secretaries of the system.
7.5.3 Receiving and checking all applications.
7.5.4 Making up in accordance with the applications and publishes full lists of
the Contestants.
7.5.5 Taking part for drawing of lots and managing the results.
7.5.6 Providing to the Chief Judges for all needed documentations.
7.5.7 Multiplying and presenting next-day-schedule in the place of
Competition and official living place of Competitors.
7.5.8 Multiplying the tournament bracket.

7.6 The Secretary of the system
7.6.1 Preparing the Chief Judge and to the Referee protocols in accordance
with the schedule.
7.6.2 Maintaining the record of the results of the combats (fights) and passing
them to fill the tournament brackets.
7.6.3 Providing the necessary information to the tournament secretary.
7.6.4 Summoning the Contestants on tatami.
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7.7 The Time-keeper
7.7.1 To start the countdown clock after the signal of the Referee on tatami
“BASHLA”.
7.7.2 To control the duration of the round according the Rules of the
competition and the Protocol.
7.7.3 To give a clear signal to the Referee to stop the fight at the expiration of
the round time.
Clarification:
1.When the Chief Judge indicate a score for the same competitior, the Referee will
stop the combat (fight) and render the decision accordingly.
2. In the event that the Referee does not hear the time-up bell, the Time-keeper will
blow his whistle.
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ARTICLE 8: ALPAGUT SYSTEMS
Alpagut, martial art consist of four fight systems:

System A – AYPARA (half-moon)
System B – BATUR (warrior)
System C – CAYMAZ (frightless)
System D – GURASH (grappling)
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8.1 System: “A” Aypara
8.1.2 Duration of matches

The duration of matches:
 children (under 17) one round – 2 minutes;
 seniors (18 +) one round – 3 minutes.
Finals:
 children (under 17) two rounds - 2 minutes each one;
 seniors (18 + ) two rounds - 3 minutes each one.
The matches:
 children: 1st minute – circle of wolf, 2nd minute – circle of erne;
 seniors: 1st minute – circle of wolf, 2nd minute – circle of erne, 3rd
minute – circle of wolf.
Clarification: for extra round circle of wolf.
8.1.3 Techniques

Punchies:
Jabs and cross punch, back fists, hooks and uppercuts (only in the body)
Leg kicks:
Leg kicks and knees strike, back kicks, side and round or spinning kicks (360
degrees), jumping leg kicks and knee strikes,
Clarification: knee strikes are allowed for children 15+.
Throws:
Sweeps and backheels, throws are allowed only from standing position.
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8.1.4 The scores (points)

 All allowed kicks in the head (for seniors 18+ kicks
SARGUT:
must be effective and authorized)
1 point
 Complete or high amplitude throw (only from
standing position)
 Proper grips, grabs and techniques of the half-moon (only from standing
position)
 All done correctly sweeps and (only from standing position)
 awarded if any punch, kick or knee strike made a
knockdown.
 Or if the Competitor has 3 points (SARGUT)
 awarded only, if the Contestant forced his opponent
to refuse to continue the fight by any allowed
technique;
 if the Competitor has 2 points (ACAR)

ACAR:
3 - points

UTKU:
6 points
6-BAL

Clarification:
 The winner of the match is the athlete who brings an advantage or is in a
benefit to the end or for knockdown or knockout, judge decision (all scores
are provided by the Referee and the Chief Judge)
 if after the bout there is no winner, the decision will be made according to
the lowest number of penalties;
 If the number of penalties are equal, the decision will be made according to
fighting spirit or the superiority of techniques displayed;
 victory is considered complete, if until the end of the combat (fight) the
Competitor has UTKU (6 points);
 A contestant who is unable to continue competing or participating, for
reasons other than injury or who requests for permission to quit the Match
for such reasons, shall be declared the loser.
 The Contestant by himself, his Coach. the Referee or the Official Doctor
can stop the combat (fight).
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8.1.5 Warnings and penalties:

 first penalty (I GYNAG) – after two warning;
«GYNAG»
 second penalty (II GYNAG) – after two more
penalty
warnings;
 third penalty (III GYNAG) – after two more
warnings.
 Disqualification for breaking the Rules of Competitions.

8.1.6 Prohibited (prohibited behavior):

















To punch with hands and elbows to head and neck.
To punch and kick to groin area and joints.
To punch and kick to back, back of the head and along the spine.
To grab a leg with two hands and throw, to push hard the opponent (it is
allowed to grab with only one hand)
To grab a head or neck with two hands and throw the opponent
To grab and make a lock around the waist and throw or keep controlling the
opponent;
To wrestle, to kick and punch, and make submissions with the opponent
after a throw.
To punch with a head, with a shoulder, with an elbow to the throat, to slap
and to grab helmet and equipment of the opponent.
To start without a signal, to continue the combat (fight) after stop-signal
“DUR”, to decline a handshake (for salute).
To talk during the fight (exception – to receive an permission to fix the
equipment)
To leave the tatami.
Вести пассивный и фиктивный бой.
To avoid the combat (fight).
Any unsporting and disrespecting behavior.
Any interruptions and unsporting behavior by the Coach.

Clarification:
1. Extra penalties:
- avoiding the combat (fight);
- any interruptions and unsporting behavior by the Coach.
2. Disqualification:
- to late or to be absent at the tatami (for 2 minutes);
- to not fight after a start-signal “BASHLA”;
- purposely use prohibited acts.
3.To grab with two hands for making the half-moon technique Aypara or throwing
techniques. To control the opponent with two hands after 3 seconds are prohibited.
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8.2 System: “B” Batur
8.2.1 Duration of matches

The duration of matches:
 children (under 17) one round – 2 minutes;
 seniors (18 +) one round – 3 minutes.
Finals:
 children (under 17) two rounds - 2 minutes each one;
 seniors (18 + ) two rounds - 3 minutes each one.
The matches:
 children: 1st minute – circle of wolf, 2nd minute – circle of erne;
 seniors: 1st minute – circle of wolf, 2nd minute – circle of erne, 3rd
minute – circle of wolf.
Clarification: for extra round – circle of wolf, if all the scores of the Competitors
are equal
8.2.2 Restrictions on groundwork:

 kids from 8 to 10, all punches are not allowed;
 kids from 11 to 12, all punches are not allowed;
 juniors from 13 to 15, all punches are not allowed;
 cadets from 15 to 18, all punches only to body are allowed;
 seniors from 18+ to 35, all punches and kicks are allowed according to rules;
 veterans from 35 , all punches only to body are allowed.
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8.2.3 Techniques

Punchies:
Jabs and cross punch, back fists, hooks and uppercuts (only in the body)
Leg kicks:
Leg kicks and knees strike, back kicks, side and round or spinning kicks (360
degrees), jumping leg kicks and knee strikes,
Clarification: knee strikes are allowed for children 15+.
Throws:
Sweeps and backheels, throws are allowed only from standing position.
Clarification: in “Batur” system locks and chokes are allowed. For the
groundwork, 20 seconds are given, after which both competitiors are raised to
stand-up, or within 5 seconds both fighters on the ground are passive, the judge
raises them to the stand-up and makes a warning.
8.2.4. The scores (points):

 All allowed kicks in the head (for seniors 18+ kicks
must be effective and authorized)
 All done correctly throws, sweeps and ankle trips.

SARGUT:
1 point

 awarded if any punch, kick or knee strike made a
knockdown.
 Or if the Competitor has 3 points (SARGUT)

ACAR:

 awarded only, if the Contestant forced his opponent
to refuse to continue the fight by any allowed
technique;
 if the Competitor has 2 points (ACAR)

3 - points

UTKU:
6 points
6-BAL

Clarification:
1. The winner of the match is the athlete who brings an advantage or is in a
benefit to the end or for knockdown or knockout, judge decision (all
scores are provided by the Referee and the Chief Judge)
2. if after the bout there is no winner, the decision will be made according
to the lowest number of penalties;
3. If the number of penalties are equal, the decision will be made according
to fighting spirit or the superiority of techniques displayed;
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4. victory is considered complete, if until the end of the combat (fight) the
Competitor has UTKU (6 points);
5. A contestant who is unable to continue competing or participating, for
reasons other than injury or who requests for permission to quit the
Match for such reasons, shall be declared the loser.
6. The Contestant by himself, his Coach. the Referee or the Official Doctor
can stop the combat (fight).
8.2.5.

Warnings and penalties:

 first penalty (I GYNAG) – after two warning;
«GYNAG»
 second penalty (II GYNAG) – after two more
penalty
warnings;
 third penalty (III GYNAG) – after two more
warnings.
 Disqualification for breaking the Rules of Competitions.
8.2.6. Prohibited (prohibited behavior)::

 To punch with hands and elbows to head and neck;
 Open-handed punches and flat-handed punches;
 Grabbing and pulling of hair;
 Use of the fingers to hit the opponent;
 Biting;
 To punch and kick to groin area and joints;
 To punch and kick to back, back of the head and along the spine;
 To punch with a head, with a shoulder, with an elbow to the throat, to slap
and to grab helmet and equipment of the opponent;
 To start without a signal, to continue the combat (fight) after stop-signal
“DUR”, to decline a handshake (for salute);
 Intentional breaking of bones or joints (hand and leg);
 To talk during the fight (exception – to receive an permission to fix the
equipment);
 To leave the tatami
 To fight passive or fake.
 To avoid the combat (fight).
 Any unsporting and disrespecting behavior;
 Kicks or stomps to the head or the body if one athlete is on the ground the
other is standing;
 Discourteous behaviour towards the Referee.
 Any interruptions and unsporting behavior by the Coach.
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Clarification:
1. Extra penalties:
- avoiding the combat (fight);
- any interruptions and unsporting behavior by the Coach.
2. Disqualification:
- to late or to be absent at the tatami (for 2 minutes);
- to not fight after a start-signal “BASHLA”;
- purposely use prohibited acts.
3. If the Competitor produce the technique (punch, kick, throw etc.), which are not
allowed and this technique makes the opponent unable to continue the fight, this
Competitor automatically lose the fight.
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8.3 System: “C” Caymaz
8.3.1. Duration of matches
The duration of matches:
 children (under 17) one round – 2 minutes;
 seniors (18 +) one round – 3 minutes.
Finals:
 children (under 17) two rounds - 2 minutes each one;
 seniors (18 + ) two rounds - 3 minutes each one.
The matches:
 children: 1st minute – circle of wolf, 2nd minute – circle of erne;
 seniors: 1st minute – circle of wolf, 2nd minute – circle of erne, 3rd
minute – circle of wolf.
Clarification: for extra round – circle of wolf, if all the scores of the Competitors
are equal.
8.3.2. Techniques:
Punchies:
Jabs and cross punch, back fists, hooks and uppercuts (only in the body)
Leg kicks:
Leg kicks and knees strike, back kicks, side and round or spinning kicks (360
degrees), jumping leg kicks and knee strikes
Ankle trip:
All ankle trips are allowed (without grips).
8.3.3. The scores (points):
 All allowed punches, leg kick and knee strikes, that
wobbles the opponent or forces to be unable to control
himself;

SARGUT:
1 point
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 To make ankle trips without grips and throw punches and kicks after that;
 Jump punches, flying kicks and knee strikes;
 Backfists;
 awarded if any punch, kick or knee strike made a
knockdown.
 Or if the Competitor has 3 points (SARGUT)
 awarded only, if the Contestant forced his opponent
to refuse to continue the fight by any allowed
technique;
 if the Competitor has 2 points (ACAR)

ACAR:
3 points

UTKU:
6 points
6-BAL

Clarification:
 The winner of the match is the athlete who brings an advantage or is in a
benefit to the end or for knockdown or knockout, judge decision (all scores
are provided by the Referee and the Chief Judge)
 if after the bout there is no winner, the decision will be made according to
the lowest number of penalties;
 If the number of penalties are equal, the decision will be made according to
fighting spirit or the superiority of techniques displayed;
 victory is considered complete, if until the end of the combat (fight) the
Competitor has UTKU (6 points);
 A contestant who is unable to continue competing or participating, for
reasons other than injury or who requests for permission to quit the Match
for such reasons, shall be declared the loser.
 The Contestant by himself, his Coach. the Referee or the Official Doctor
can stop the combat (fight).
8.3.4. Warnings and penalties:
 first penalty (I GYNAG) – after two warning;
«GYNAG»
 second penalty (II GYNAG) – after two more
penalty
warnings;
 third penalty (III GYNAG) – after two more
warnings.
 Disqualification for breaking the Rules of Competitions.
8.3.5. Prohibited (prohibited behavior)::
 To punch with hands and elbows to head and neck;
 Open-handed punches and flat-handed punches;
 Grabbing and pulling of hair;
 Use of the fingers to hit the opponent;
 Biting;
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 To punch and kick to groin area and joints;
 To punch and kick to back, back of the head and along the spine;
 To punch with a head, with a shoulder, with an elbow to the throat, to slap
and to grab helmet and equipment of the opponent;
 To start without a signal, to continue the combat (fight) after stop-signal
“DUR”, to decline a handshake (for salute);
 Intentional breaking of bones or joints (hand and leg);
 To talk during the fight (exception – to receive an permission to fix the
equipment);
 To leave the tatami
 To fight passive or fake.
 To avoid the combat (fight).
 Any unsporting and disrespecting behavior;
 Kicks or stomps to the head or the body if one athlete is on the ground the
other is standing;
 Discourteous behaviour towards the Referee.
 Any interruptions and unsporting behavior by the Coach.
Clarification:
1. Extra penalties:
- avoiding the combat (fight);
- any interruptions and unsporting behavior by the Coach.
2. Disqualification:
- to late or to be absent at the tatami (for 2 minutes);
- to not fight after a start-signal “BASHLA”;
- purposely use prohibited acts.
3. If the Competitor produce the technique (punch, kick, throw etc.), which are
not allowed and this technique makes the opponent unable to continue the fight,
this Competitor automatically lose the fight.
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8.4 System: “G” GURSHAG
8.4.1.

Duration of matches
The duration of matches:

 children (under 17) one round – 2 minutes;
 seniors (18 +) one round – 3 minutes.
Finals:
 children (under 17) two rounds - 2 minutes each one;
 seniors (18 + ) two rounds - 3 minutes each one.
The matches:
 children: 1st minute – circle of wolf, 2nd minute – circle of erne;
 seniors: 1st minute – circle of wolf, 2nd minute – circle of erne, 3rd
minute – circle of wolf.
Clarification: for extra round – circle of wolf, if all the scores of the
Competitors are equal.
8.4.2.

Restrictions on groundwork:
children from 8 to 15 years old during the armlock, even if the opponent
does not give up, the fight will still stop.

8.4.3.

Combat techniques:
The combat (fight) starts from the position: left hand on the opponent’s
belt, right hand raised up. All throws are allowed (belt grab, chapan grab,
body grab, groundwork), sweeps and ankle trips. Locks and chokes are
allowed.

Clarification: in the “Gurshag” system after the signal “Bashla” the opponent’s
belt cannot be released earlier than after 5 sec., the judge makes a remark for the
first warning, the second warning is “Gynag”
For the groundwork, 20 seconds are given, after which both competitiors are
raised to stand-up, or within 5 seconds both fighters on the ground are passive, the
judge raises them to the stand-up and makes a warning.
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8.4.4. The scores (points):

 All throws are allowed
 All done correctly throws, sweeps and ankle trips.
 2 SARGUT are awarded if only throwing technique
was made through the belt grip.
 awarded if only throwing technique was made
through the belt grip, with a transition to ground and
continuing the activity of the fight.
 Or if the Competitor has 3 points (SARGUT)
 awarded only, if the Contestant forced his opponent
to refuse to continue the fight by any allowed
technique;
 if the Competitor has 2 points (ACAR)

SARGUT:
1 point

ACAR:
3 points

UTKU:
6 points
6-BAL

8.4.5. Warnings and penalties:

 first penalty (I GYNAG) – after two warning;
«GYNAG»
 second penalty (II GYNAG) – after two more
penalty
warnings;
 third penalty (III GYNAG) – after two more
warnings.
 Disqualification for breaking the Rules of Competitions.
8.4.6. Prohibited (prohibited behavior):

 To punch with hands and elbows to head and neck;
 To attack with open hand and flat of the hand;
 Grabbing and pulling of hair;
 To use fingers to hit the opponent;
 Biting;
 To punch and kick to groin area and joints;
 To punch and kick to back, back of the head and along the spine;
 To punch with a head, with a shoulder, with an elbow to the throat, to slap
and to grab helmet and equipment of the opponent;
 To start without a signal, to continue the combat (fight) after stop-signal
“DUR”, to decline a handshake (for salute);
 Intentional breaking of bones or joints (hand and leg);
 To talk during the fight (exception – to receive an permission to fix the
equipment);
 To leave the tatami
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 To fight passive or fake.
 To avoid the combat (fight).
 Any unsporting and disrespecting behavior;
 Kicks or stomps to the head or the body if one athlete is on the ground the
other is standing;
 Discourteous behaviour towards the Referee.
 Any interruptions and unsporting behavior by the Coach.
Clarification:
1. Extra penalties:
- avoiding the combat (fight);
- any interruptions and unsporting behavior by the Coach.
2. Disqualification:
- to late or to be absent at the tatami (for 2 minutes);
- to not fight after a start-signal “BASHLA”;
- purposely use prohibited acts.
3. If the Competitor produce the technique (punch, kick, throw etc.), which are not
allowed and this technique makes the opponent unable to continue the fight, this
Competitor automatically lose the fight.
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ARTICLE 9: INJURES AND ACCIDENTS IN COMPETITION
9.1 If two contestants injure each other, or are suffering from the effects of
previously incurred injury, and are declared by the Tournament Doctor to be
unable to continue, the bout is awarded to the contestant who has amassed the
most points. If the points score is equal, then a vote will decide the outcome of
the bout.
9.2 An injured contestant who has been declared unfit to fight by the tournament
doctor cannot fight again in that competition.
9.3 An injured contestant who wins a bout through disqualification due to injury is
not allowed to fight again in the competition without permission from the
tournament doctor. If a contestant is injured, he can win next bout through
disqualification, but he cannot fight again in that competition.
9.4 When a contestant is injured, the Referee shall at once halt the bout and call the
doctor. The doctor is authorised to diagnose and treat injury only.
9.5 A competitor who is injured during a bout in progress and requires medical
treatment will be allowed three minutes in which to receive it. If treatment is
not completed within the time allowed, the Referee will decide if the competitor
shall be declared unfit to fight, or whether an extension of treatment time shall
be given.
9.6 Any competitor who falls, is thrown, or knocked down, and does not fully
regain his or her feet within ten seconds, is considered unfit to continue fighting
and will be automatically withdrawn from competition. In the event that a
competitor falls, is thrown, or knocked down and does not regain his or her feet
immediately, the Referee will call the doctor, and give a signal to the Timekeeper to start a count to ten. The Time-keeper should stop the count, when the
Referee raise the hand. In all cases where the 10 second count has been started
the doctor will be asked to examine the contestant.
Clarification:
1. When the doctor declares the contestant unfit, the appropriate entry must be
made on the contestant's monitoring card.
2. A contestant may win through disqualification of the opponent for accumulated
penalties. Perhaps the winner has sustained no significant injury. In the event a
competitor have the same victory, he should be withdrawn from competition, even
he is able to continue bouts.
3 . If a contestant is injured and needed of the medical treatement, the Referee
should call the doctor raising his hand and voice signal “doctor!”.
4. If physically able to do so, the injured contestant should be directed off the mat
for examination and treatment by the doctor.
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5. In all cases where “10 seconds rule” has been applied the Time-keeper starts to
count. Warning signal is given at 7 seconds of the count, after 10 seconds - final
signal. Time-keeper starts to count using stop-watch after the Referee signal. Timekeeper should stop time-watch, when the contestant stay straight and the Referee
raise his hand.
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ARTICLE 10: OFFICIAL PROTEST/APPEAL
10.1 The protest/appeal of the contentious actions of the athlete, the coach or
crowd is submitted to Judgement Committee. No one may protest about a
Judgement to the members of the Judgement Committee.
10.2 If the procedure of judging seems to be contrary to the rules, only the
President of the Federation or its official representative can submit protest
(appeal) to the Appeal Jury.
10.3 The protest/appeal will take the form of a written report submitted
immediately after the bout in which the protest was generated..
10.4 The protest/appeal must be submitted to a representative of the Judgment
Committee/Appeals Jury. In due course the Jury will review the circumstances
leading to the protested decision. Having considered all the facts available, they
will produce a report, and shall be empowered to take such action as may be
called for.
10.5 Any protest concerning application of the rules must be submitted according
to the procedure of appealing determined by WAF in form of a written report
(appendix 3), signed by official representative of team. It should be paid in
amount of: protest – 300% and 500% of Applying Fee of competition.
10.6 Composition
of
the
Appeals
Jury
The Appeals Jury is comprised of three Referee appointed by the Judge
Committee (JC). No one member may be appointed from the same National
Federation. The JC should also appoint three additional members with
designated numbering from 1 to 3 that automatically will replace any of the
originally appointed Appeals Jury members in a conflict of interest situation
where the jury member is of the same nationality or have a family relationship
by blood or as an In-Law with any of the parties involved in the protested
incident, including all members of the Refereeing panel involved in the
protested incident.
10.7 Protests/Appeals Evaluation Process
The protest is considered in working order by the Judgement Committee.
The member of the Appeal Jury who accepts the appeal is obliged to convene
the Appeal Jury. Once convened, the Appeals Jury will immediately make such
inquiries and investigations, as they deem necessary to substantiate the merit of
the protest. Each of the three members is obliged to give his/her verdict as to
the validity of the protest. Abstentions are not acceptable.
10.8 Declined
Protests/Appeals.
If a protest is found invalid, the Appeals Jury will appoint one of its members
to verbally notify the protester that the protest has been declined, mark the
original document with the word “DECLINED”, and have it signed by each of
the members of the Appeals Jury, and in turn forward it to the Secretary.
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10.9 Accepted
protests/appeals.
If a protest is accepted, the appeals Jury will liaise with the Organizing
Commission (OC) and Judge Committee to take such measures as can be
practically carried out to remedy the situation including the possibilities of:
 Reversing previous judgments that contravene the rules
 Voiding results of the affected bouts in the pool from the point previous
to the incident
 Redoing such bouts that have been affected by the incident
 Issuing a recommendation to the JC that involved Referees are evaluated
for sanction
The responsibility rests with the Appeals Jury to exercise restraint and
sound judgment in taking actions that will disturb the program of the
event in any significant manner. Reversing the process of the
eliminations is a last option to secure a fair outcome.
The Appeals Jury will appoint one of its members who will verbally
notify the protester that the protest has been accepted, mark the original
document with the word “ACCEPTED”, and have it signed by each of
the members of the Appeals Jury, and in turn forward the protest
document to the Secretary General.
10.10 Incident Report
Subsequent to handling the incident in the above prescribed manner, the Jury
Panel will reconvene and elaborate a simple protest incident report (appendix
4). The report should have findings and state their reason(s) for accepting or
rejecting the protest/appeal. The report should be signed by all members of
the Appeals Jury and submitted to the Secretary.
10.11 Power and Constraints
The decision of the Appeals Jury is final, and can only be overruled by a
decision of the Directory (presidium of WAF). The Appeals Jury may not
impose sanctions or penalties. Their function is to pass judgment on the merit
of the protest and instigate required actions from the JC and OC to take
remedial action to rectify any Refereeing procedure found to contravene the
rules.
Clarification:
1. The protest/appeal must give the names of the contestants, the Judges
officiating, and the precise details of what is being protested. No general claims
about overall standards will be accepted as a legitimate protest. The burden of
proving the validity of the protest lies with the complainant
2. The protest will be reviewed by the Appeals Jury and as part of this review, the
Jury will study the evidence submitted in support of the protest. The Jury may also
study videos and question Officials, in an effort to objectively examine the protest's
validity.
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3. If the protest is held by the Appeals Jury to be valid, the appropriate action will
be taken. In addition, all such measures will be taken to avoid a recurrence in
future competitions.
4. Ensuing matches or bouts will not be delayed, even if an official protest/appeal
is being prepared.
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Appendix 1
Age divisions






Kids: 8 to 11 y.o.
Novice : 12 to 14 y.o.
Cadets: 15 to 18 y.o.
Seniors: 18+ to 35 y.o.
Veterans: 35+ y.o.

Weigh-In
1. Weigh-in take place according to permission of the Chief Judge, in the presence
of the team members.
2. The official weigh-in will be done category by category and athlete by athlete,
according to applications.
3. The official weigh-in should be done without any outwear.
4. Each athlete shall bring to the weigh-in their identity, medical permission and
sports medical insurance coverage.

Weight divisions
Male
Female

-25 kg
-25 kg

Male
Female

30 kg
-30 kg

Male
Female

-35 kg
-35 kg

Male
Female

-40 kg
-40 kg

Male
Female

-50 kg
-45 kg

Male
Female

55 kg
55 kg

Male
Female

55 kg
55 kg

Kids 8-9 y.o.
-30 kg
-35 kg
-40 kg +40 kg
-30 kg
-35 kg +35 kg
Kids 10-11 y.o.
35 kg
40 kg
45 kg
+45 kg
-35 kg
-40 kg +40 kg
Novice 12-13 y.o.
-40 kg
-45 kg
-50 kg +50 kg
-40 kg
-45 kg + 45 kg
Cadets 14-15 y.o.
-45 kg
-50 kg
-55 kg
-60 kg -65 kg
-45 kg
-50 kg
-55 kg +55 kg
Juniors 16-17 y.o.
-55 kg
-60 kg
-65 kg
-70 kg -75 kg
50 kg
55 kg
60 kg
+60 kg
Seniors 18 + 35 y.o.
60 kg
65 kg
70 kg
75 kg
80 kg
60 kg
65 kg
70 kg
70+ kg
Veterans group A) 36-40 y.o ; B) 41+ y.o ;
60 kg
65 kg
70 kg
75 kg
80 kg
60 kg
65 kg
70 kg
70+ kg

+65 kg

-80 kg

+80 kg

85 kg

+85 kg

85 kg

+85 kg
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Appendix 2
Judge signals
Termins
Signals

Explanation

IORO

Left corner – Red belt

CHORO

Right corner – Blue belt

HA

Salution. At the beginning of the combat (fight) each
of the Competitor must to bow to 1. The Judgment
Committee. 2. The Referee. 3. To each other.

DURUSHAL

Prepare to fight – Fight stance

BASHLA

Start

DUR

Stop

DAVAM

Continue the fight

SARGUT

1 point

ACAR

3 points, ( “knockdown”)

UTKU

"Flawless victory" 6 points (knockout, locks or
chokes)

GYNAG

Penalties

ACAR UTKU

Victory UTKU with 2 points ACAR

UTKU IORO

Red belt winner (corner)

UTKU CHORO

Blue belt winner (corner)

YASAN

Judgement decision

BYRGE

Tie

UNAT

Line up
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Appendix 3

Official protest/appeal form
PROTEST
APPEAL
TOURNAMENT:

PROTEST / APPEAL FROM:

Name of the tournament

Place / Team

System

Full name

FOR OFFICIALS:

Appointment

Date and Time (receiving protest / appeal)

Date and Time
Paid amount protest / appeal:

Signature of the Main Secretary

Witnesses

Payment protest / appeal

Signature (person who reply protest / appeal)

PROTEST / APPEAL
Please describe time, place and any details of incident. Any names and appointments, who participate in
this incident. Penalties and the decisions of the Judges, which you are appealing for. If you need it, please,
use overleaf.

Signature (person who reply protest / appeal)
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Appendix 4

REPORT OF THE JUDGEMENT COMMITTEE OR THE APPEALS JURY

Signature of the chairman of committee/jury
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